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From the President

A month closer to warmer weather, July has past, and I think most of us would agree, it’s been wet and
operationally busy again (Respect to the North of the State and envy because you have been relatively
warm).
Across our large state, the Department and our communities are grateful for the SES Volunteers that choose
to be part of the solution and are indeed delivering services that our communities have become reliant on.
The appreciation is being demonstrated through the correspondence that has been received from our elected
leaders in the West and beyond. One thing that is true within us is that success is the sum of all our efforts no
matter what role you play, it is a greater team effort to allow us all to serve within and beyond our local
communities. We also only need to watch our news services to see the images and reports on our response
activities.
I know we all acknowledge that this response is only a small percentage of the time that the volunteer
dedicates. What of the time involved in the training and administration that is necessary to enable the
response?
Your SES Unit will select members to attend this years WAFES conference on the 1011 Sept at Burswood in
Perth. Your Association has been active in asking you for suggestions for a proposed SES stream  what do
you want to hear and see? From your feedback, this is what we have suggested to DFES Media to support
our needs:
• Results and actions leading on from the Duxton Forum. Are things being dealt with or not?
• Legislation – the new Emergency Services Act and Regulations. What are we being told if anything?
• SES Training and Career Development – what are and where are the holdups?
• Working at Heights and WHS in the future – don’t leave us hanging!
• Working as an SES volunteer in other States – What are the SES Organsiations across Australia doing and how does this
compare with our standards in the West?
• Local Government Grants Scheme and Emergency Services Levy – The Local Unit experiences. The good, the bad, and
the support from DFES to get local government to apply this to the SES correctly. How many different ways do local
government administer our SES Funding?

The past month has been extremely demanding on most of us and I ask you all to look amongst ourselves to
support, recognise and compliment the ongoing dedication of your fellow volunteers. No matter what the
service, no matter what the role we choose, no matter how much time we can provide, we are all contributing
to the overall effort in maintaining community safety. Volunteers are the backbone, with the assistance of paid
staff, in supporting our communities. Be considerate of our Natural Hazards paid staff and recognise there are
roughly 140 SES volunteers to each staff member. Be patient as we are all stretched and from an SES
perspective, there are so little dedicated resources in the Department to address the communities need. Times
will change in the future; the Department is relatively new and is developing those from a dominated Fire
Service background.
The Association is again stepping up its mandate to be in contact with units and being your advocate, but my
thanks go to you for allowing our change of direction in the past 18 months. We will keep asking questions so
the responses that DFES receive are your collective view, not that of only a few.
Take care one and all,

Greg Cook
President
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The SESVA has approached the Commissioner
about conducting an exercise in each regional
each year.
The Commissioner is very supportive of the idea
and has offered some assistance to enable this to
happen.
The Committee to pursue this matter further are
now:
Greg Cook
Lin Booth
Robert Palmer
Kirsten Beidatsch
Trevor Patton
Sarge Bottacin
If you have any suggestions, or want to be involved
for your region, please contact a committee
member or the Secretary
0428 612 480
sesva.secretary@seswa.asn.au
We are looking for a representative from each
region to be on the committee.
If your region wants a regional exercise,
the region needs to be involved.

How to Keep Informed
Don't forget we have a website which keeps you
informed of what is happening across the state in
SES land.
We also have "the App". (SESVA WA) and are on
Facebook.
And also, if you would like our newsletters, other
relevant information etc forwarded direct to your
email,
just
contact
the
SESVA
office
(sesva.office@seswa.asn.au), and advise your
details.
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Chief Officer for SES

Building Networks

The SESVA have spoken with the Minister for
Emergency Services, the Commissioner and the
Shadow Minister for Emergency Services
regarding a Chief Officer and supporting structure
for the SES.

The SESVA have been communicating with The
Country
Womens Association,
Community
Resource Centres and the WA Local Government
Association as well as Local Government
Councillors and CEO's to raise awareness of the
SES in their areas, and to bolster general
awareness that the SES Units are Community
Based and very much a part of local communities.

These discussions about a Chief Officer and
supporting structure have been undertaken in a
professional manner and have assisted in building
understanding relationships with all parties
involved.
The SESVA has put together a subcommittee to
build the case for the Chief Officer and a
supporting structure within DFES to present to the
Minister.
The members of the subcommittee are:
Greg Cook
Lin Booth
Robert Palmer
Craig Masarei
If you have any suggestions to help support and
build the business case please feel free to contact
the Secretary
0428 612 480
sesva.secretary@seswa.asn.au

The communications have been well received, as
born out by the many thank you emails we have
received.
If you would like to know more about the SES, and
are not already on our database, please see the
"How to Keep Informed" article later in this
newsletter.

Merchandise

Don't forget the SESVA has a range of items that
can help with recruitment campaigns and promotion
of your Unit.
Just contact Bella at the SESVA office.
sesva.office@seswa.asn.au

Unit Visits

SESVA Annual General
Meetinge

So far this year the President and the Secretary
have visited or attended meetings with most
Country Units and Unit Local Managers in the state.

The SESVA Annual General Meeting will br held on
the Sunday after the WAFES Conference in
September 2021.

The President has attended Regional Local
Manager Conferences in the South West Region,
Lower South West Region and Upper Great
Southern Region.

Keep an eye out for the official notification which
will be sent to all Units shortly, and also ensure your
Unit votes in the election which will commence in a
week or so's time.

The Secretary travelled north recently and visited,
or attempted to visit, Units in the Midwest/
Gascoyne, Kimberley and Pilbara Regions.

Details will be provided to Units shortly.

Unfortunately a small number of Units were not
available or in 2 cases, the Secretary could not get
to them due to distance and time constraints.
There are still a few Units to visit, and it is planned
they will be visited in the next few months.

If you have any questions, please contact the
Secretary
0428 612 480
sesva.secretary@seswa.asn.au
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Working at Heights

Cyclone Seroja debrief

As most SES Volunteers are aware, or should be,
there have been major changes in the way we work
at heights.

The SESVA facilitated a debrief between interested
SES Units who participated in the cyclone Seroja
response efforts.

And more changes will be coming.

The debrief was most informative, with an
Executive
Summary
forwarded
to
the
Commissioner.

DFES have formed a PAT to review and investigate
the effects of the coming legislation and hoiw all
services within DFES will work at heights.
The SESVA as also formed a subcommittee to
work with SES Volunteers, and to keep them
informed about this matter.
The members of the subcommittee are:
Greg Cook
Lin Booth
Robert Palmer
Colin Reed
Andrew Treen
Steve Cable
Gary Logan
Matt Pestell
If you would like to contribute please contact a sub
committee member or the Secretary
0428 612 480
sesva.secretary@seswa.asn.au

NDRC
We have been advised the National Disaster
Rescue Challenge has been postponed for 12
months.
DFES advise they have released a circular which
states:
"Following a meeting with the Australian Council of
State Emergency Service (ACSES) members, and
in the interest of the health and welfare of
participating volunteers, ACSES members have
unanimously agreed to postpone the National
Disaster Rescue Challenge (NDRC) for 12 months.
Due to the current uncertainty around the COVID
19 lockdowns and travel restrictions, the NDRC
planned for October 2021 will be rescheduled to
October 2022. DFES will remain the host for the
NDRC, allowing the planning and preparedness
activities already in place to be utilised for the 2022
NDRC."

The SESVA also did this for the Wooroloo fires.
The response from the Commissioner can be read
later in this newsletter where the Commissioner
thanks everyone involved in the review.

Vertical Rescue Meeting
The SESVA recently facilitated a meeting between
interested SES Units and the Rescue Branch of
DFES, to discuss and explain changes being
introduced to vertical rescue procedures.
The meeting was well attended and cleared up
several concerns of SES Volunteers.
A transcript of the meeting was provided to all who
participated.

SESVA Bus Available
The SESVA has a 10 seater Toyota Coaster bus
available for use by and location at an SES Unit in
WA.
There are strict requirements for the use of the bus,
and if your Unit would like the bus located at their
premises for their use, please contact the Secretary
for the criteria for the Expression of Interest
document which needs to be completed.
The final decision on the location of the bus will be
determined by the SESVA Executive, based on the
Expression of Interest documents received by COB
31st August 2021, discussions with DFES to ensure
the bus provides the best use and benefit to the
Community, and any other factors the Executive
may take into account.
The Secretary can be contacted on
0428 612 480
sesva.secretary@seswa.asn.au Page 4
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Jack's Award
Jack Van Voorst is 16.

He is currently a member of the Warradagee
Volunteer Bush Fire Brigade, a junior member of the
Moora State Emergency Service and student
councillor at Central Midlands Senior High School.
On the night of Monday 28th of June, Jack was
being driven home to Warradagee. Travelling along
the Brand Hwy near Badgingara, Jack saw an
elderly man beside the road. Jack’s mum, Mandy,
was eager to get home as it was late. He insisted
his mum turn around to check on the man. She was
not keen, much like the dozens of drivers who had
driven past the man. He insisted; she turned
around.

Jack's Award - cont'd

For Jack’s community spirit and sense of duty to
assist a person in distress the Moora police award
Jack a certificate at his SES training night on 12th
July. Sgt Vanderplank said that Jack’s determination
to give help, when many people had driven past and
ignored him, was the reason this was a successful
missing person search and not a tragic outcome.
The Moora SES team is proud to have Jack on
board, showing the best attributes of a volunteer
emergency service member.

Jack approached the man and his first aid skills
kicked in. The gentleman was clearly disoriented
and couldn’t explain where he was or why he was
there. His car had run out of fuel and the weather
was very cold.
While Jack cared for the gentlemen, Mandy rang
the police at Moora and enquired about him. The
senior constable on duty was delighted to get the
call as they had just received the missing person’s
report. The gentleman was experiencing dementia
and had driven off, with his dog, from Perth and
driven until has car had stopped. His family were
very anxious about his wellbeing and delighted to
hear that he had been located and were heading
north to collect him. At Jack’s insistence, he and his
mum remained with the man to see that he would
be safe.
In the meantime, Mandy rang around everyone she
could locate in the small hamlet of Badgingara to
obtain some fuel to get the car started. While they
waited, the gentleman was kept warm in the car
and, by coincidence Mandy had just done the
shopping, some food was given to his dog.
When the police arrived from Moora, they realised
that the gentleman was calm in Jack’s car. Mandy
was persuaded to drive him in to the station while
the police brought the vehicle back. By the time the
gent was dropped off in Moora, a late night for Jack
and Mandy had become an early morning.
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National Emergency
Medal
The SESVA asked DFES about the SES and other
service Volunteers being eligible for the National
Emergency Medal for their service during Cyclone
Seroja and Cyclone Yasi in 20102011.
Below is the reply we have received from DFES
after they have researched the matter.
"

32 SES volunteers and 4 DFES staff were
deployed to Queensland to assist efforts
between February 12 – 16, 2011.
Each incident declared for the NEM sets out
associated criteria to determine medal
eligibility.

Below is an extract from the NEM website.
Queensland Floods 201011 and Cyclone Yasi
The Queensland Floods 201011 and Cyclone Yasi
was declared a nationallysignificant emergency for
the purpose of the National Emergency Medal on
23 October 2011 with the establishment of the
National Emergency Medal, per the National
Emergency Medal Regulations 2011.
Sustained service eligibility criteria
Queensland Floods 201011 and Cyclone Yasi
Service performed during the Queensland Floods
and Cyclone Yasi will be recognised though the
clasp, ‘QLD 201011’. The National Emergency
Medal Committee determined the following criteria:
service must be in the protection of lives and property, or in
the service of interests, that are not their own, in direct
response to the emergency, including support that
enables or facilitates the emergency response:
the geographical State of Queensland;
the qualifying period begins on 21 December 2010 and
ends on 14 February 2011; and
the minimum duration of service that a person is required to
have completed to qualify for sustained service is:
paid service on 28 days; or
unpaid service on 14 days

The reason an application has not been made for
the 32 volunteers and 4 staff is due to not being
eligible – per this incident’s eligibility criteria. The
group did not perform 14 days of unpaid sustained
service and the period of deployment aligns to only
2 days of the said qualifying period.

National Emergency
Medal - cont'd
This is unfortunate, however, there is some
positives.
On 29 June 2012 – Emergency Management
Queensland advised the Department the WA
contingent would be recognised by issuing the
Queensland Flood and Cyclone Citation – a clasp
that includes the officer’s name, and the instruction
to be worn on the right side of a dress uniform.
Former Deputy Commissioner, Lloyd Bailey issued
these individually (some by letter and some in
person).
It appears the length of service criteria was
questioned after Yasi, as since then, emergency
incident eligibility service criteria has amended to 5
days service."
At this stage, there has not been a declaration that
Cyclone Seroja a nationallysignificant emergency
for the purpose of the National Emergency Medal.
The SESVA has requested DFEs apply to the NEM
Committee to have Cyclone Seroja declared a
nationally significant emergency.
At our last adivice on the matter from DFES they
have contacted Canberra but are yet to receive a
reply.
Everyone expects this to be an involved and
lengthy process.

facebook
Just a quick reminder the SESVA is on facebook.
Western Australian SES Volunteers Association
https://www.facebook.com/groups/42218868165
Follow us to get all the current information affecting
SES Volunteers.
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Website
The SESVA website has been upgraded and
improved.
Check it out!
If you have any questions, comments,
improvements please contact our webmaster

SES Volunteers visiting
other Units

We have been asked about the DFES policy if an
SES Volunteer visits another Unit and assists that
Unit with a task.

John Capes sesva.webmaster@seswa.asn.au

We approached DFES for clarification and have
been advised:

Revised New Member
Application Forms

"After reviewing the SES Admin guide and other
related SAPs / SOPs there does not appear to be
anything specific that states DO approval is
required in this particular circumstance.

We have been advised DFES have been
undertaking a scoping exercise associated with
improving the volunteer application process for any
DFES managed services.
As a first step they reviewed the layout of current
application forms looking at accessibility and ease
of use. They have now completed this review and
released the application forms as writeable PDFs.
They advise that no changes have been made to
the forms aside to some changes to the form
layout. These changes have improved the forms'
accessibility for anyone who has challenges
associated with sight or reading.
They also hope by using writeable PDF forms they
will reduce transcription errors that sometimes
occur as new volunteer data is being entered into
relevant databases.
The forms are now available on the Volunteer Hub
located in the SES Administration Toolbox:
https://volunteerhub.dfes.wa.gov.au/home/toolboxes/
administration/sesadministration
New volunteer members
Membership maintenance (COIR)

Historical Photo's
Don't forget the SESVA are looking for photos,
video's, slides and/or film from the Dawn of Time to
create a visual history of our great organization.
Copies can be sent to us in a digital format  just
ensure the scan is high resolution (at least 300dpi).
Just send them to Bella at the office.

However, DO approval would be required if;
The member intends on using / removing a SES appliance
or SES allocated equipment that is normally assigned
to their own unit; and impacting or maintaining
capability.
The member intends on making a travel claim. Without
prior approval this may be declined.
There has been some other issue or situation where a
member may, or has been directed by the LM or DO
not to operate at another unit (for whatever reason).

The above are examples only and there may be
other implications related to response, reporting or
planning where contacting a DO would be
beneficial.
While SES unit leaders are responsible for the
management of their unit, SES volunteers still have
responsibilities to DFES which includes operating
per certain standards and directives.
That said, it appears the greater discussions and
approvals need to be between the travelling
member and the unit / LM they wish to offer their
services to. As with any service should this situation
arise – the receiving BGU (unless they know the
volunteer) would probably want to verify the person,
their skills or quals, and consult with their team,
which could include making enquiries with a DO
before accepting an offer of assistance.
In any case, as a means of transparency and
protection for all unit members, both parties should
undertake some due diligence before offering, and/
or accepting assistance. "
It would appear therefore, that subject to the
statements above, the only approval an SES
Volunteer requires is from the Local Manger
Manager of the Unit they are visiting.
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